
18:58:55  From  Leonie - Seaford : I have found the trial athlete registrations much easier to 

use. Thank you for improving this  

18:59:14  From  Colette : yes! 

18:59:32  From  Fiona Vanotti : Agreed - Melton City has liked the format for trial athletes. 

18:59:50  From  Tamara Jacobs : Made it much easier for centres.  

19:00:43  From  Colette : perhaps to end trial ath reg around Feb as summer season draws to 

an end  so trial aths aren't still coming in when its comp day or open day? 

19:02:59  From  Elisabeth Ann : I have a question around the open day set up please :) 

19:03:02  From  Tamara Jacobs : I've set up an excel spreadsheet with tabs for current trials, 

registered and paid, did not continue. Has made it easier tracking. Tamara -Brimbank 

19:09:05  From  Elisabeth Ann : Is there a way when a child does register they get an 

automated email with next steps? Some of the feedback we get is they get a "you are registered" 

email and they don't know what to do next. Or is this just something we add in to what we do when 

they come onto our system? 

19:14:36  From  Carol Timmins : I sent emails out to all the trialling athletes last year each 

week, especially as rules/times were changing weekly. After each week I also sent them their results 

19:16:21  From  Colette : I've been emailing the reg trial aths a welcome email with some 

guidelines of what to expect on their trial day and what week is coming next - summer was harder in 

the beginning because so many regstred in the beginning but it got easier as the weekly try outs 

came out in fewer batches - cross country has been easier too :) 

19:18:26  From  Carol Timmins : Bibs were helpful if they actually brought them along - many 

didn’t 

19:19:46  From  Fiona Vanotti : yes smaller would be good. 

19:24:06  From  Carol Timmins : That’s basically what I emailed out as well 

19:24:17  From  Little Athletics Victoria : Would everyone like a template for the 1st point of 

contact that you can add you information to as a Centre? 

19:24:37  From  Kate : Yes please, that would be helpful 

19:24:52  From  Fiona Vanotti : yes please 

19:25:32  From  Ashley WLAC : That would be great. 

19:26:34  From  Elisabeth Ann : Thanks Kim & Anthony! 

19:26:38  From  Katy Smith Waverley : Thanks everyone 

19:26:53  From  Fiona Vanotti : Thanks Kim & Anthony. 

19:27:08  From  Colette : Thanks so much! 

19:27:26  From  Kathleen Marsh : Thank you Kim and Anthony 

19:28:40  From  Tony Newstead - Whittlesea City 112 : Thank you 


